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Abstract 
Since the Internet was defined by TCP/IP suite, it cannot accommodate today’s large amount of devices and huge amount of 
internet traffic which were not considered when it was invented. Also current routing is wasting network resource by utilizing 
link unfairly. One of the approaches to solve these problems is a centralized routing architecture such as SDN. In this paper, we 
proposed "Automatic Re-routing with Loss Detection" architecture. Packet loss is detected with queue stat message of Openflow 
protocol, then Re-routing module tries to find bypass and applies to flow tables. Through an emulation with actual controller and 
virtual network, we showed that proposed scheme reduced overall average loss rate and improved loss fairness over the net-work 
by standardizing loss rate of each traffic. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the Program Chairs of FNC-2014. 
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1. Introduction 
Since TCP/IP network suite defined a very huge network which is called the Internet a few decades ago, the entire 
world has changed. Today, people are always connected to the Internet using their PC, laptop and smart phones, and 
so are the “things.” More and more devices will be connected to the internet, which result in a tremendous increase 
of the internet traffic. Unfortunately, the technology consisting of this huge network is one step behind. When 
TCP/IP structure was invented, the inventors never expected that such a large amount of devices would be connected 
to the network. One of these problems is the Internet routing. Routing is a spine of TCP/IP protocol stack. With 
algorithms for finding shortest path in a graph, network finds the shortest path to the destination and lead traffic to 
those goals. However, there are many problems in current routing system. Since the circumstances change very 
quickly, the shortest path that routing protocol had found might not be the shortest path anymore. 
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To solve those problems in the current internet architecture, researchers started to talk about a new network 
architecture which is so-called the “future internet.” One of the candidates for the future internet is Software-defined 
Networking (SDN) The idea of SDN is simple: since we cannot manage a large network efficiently with cur-rent 
distributed architecture, centralized management would be better. Also switches don’t have to calculate forwarding 
or routing individually if centralized control is applied. McKeown1 defined SDN as “a network in which the control 
plane is physically separate from the forwarding plane” and “a single control plane controls several forwarding 
devices.” Before SDN and Openflow suggest a standardized architecture for research, there was a research to 
improve and reform current routing architecture with similar idea of SDN. Routing Control Platform (RCP)2 
suggested the idea of centralized routing. Since each router has limited visibility on the network and limited 
resources, routing decision had been inefficient and painful. To solve the problem, RCP suggested computing routes 
from a central point of control and observation while protocols are removed from routers. RCP provided the main 
idea of SDN and Openflow, and also gave a new idea of centralized routing. 
In this paper, we argue and demonstrate that by using a centralized routing architecture with an Automatic Re-
routing with Loss Detection (ARLD), routing can be more efficient in terms of load balancing and loss reduction. 
Also ARLD can provide a detouring algorithm for routing, which enables automatic network load balancing. This is 
not a radical new design for Openflow, but exploits some of Openflow stat data and virtualized overlay of network. 
2. Problems in current network routing 
Current routing architecture has several problems in terms of efficiency and fairness. We would discuss on those 
problem with some related works of measurement on the Internet traffic. From those analyses of the problem, we 
will narrow down the research goal to solve those problems. 
2.1. Routing stationarity and inefficiency 
In a research3, the authors performed the measurement of traffic from NIMI (National Internet Measurement 
Infrastructure) and a set of public traceroute servers. The measurement show some characteristics, or problems of 
the internet routing, which the author called “stationarity” of the internet. It means that some characteristics of 
routing are very “stationary” than we think. First characteristic of routing is Routing Prevalence. According to the 
research3, the measurement of several thousands of traffic shows “prevalence,” which means the most commonly 
occurring or dominant route is observed very often. The result implies that only few dominant routes are used even 
if there are many alternative options. This could be due to the small link cost or delay of dominant routes. The 
research also shows a Routing Persistence of the internet route. Persistence indicates that once routes are decided, 
they are not easily updated to others. The result showed that usual lifetime of routes is longer that we thought. Most 
of routes observed were maintained during the observation. From the observation done separately, the authors 
suggested that a total of about 1/3 of Internet routes in general, and 1/6 of the NIMI routes, are short-lived. 
Another research4 argues that the current Internet routing has inefficiency due to its architecture. One of the 
inefficiency the authors mentioned is that it can forward packets along non-optimal routes, or it can spread load 
unequally, over-utilizing some links while leaving others idle. This implies that current routing has a kind of 
network fairness problem. Since there is no open algorithm for doing network load balancing automatically, the 
administrator of the network should manage network parameter to disperse network load manually. 
2.2. Packet loss at the bottleneck link due to the congestion 
As we surveyed a series of research showing that inefficiency and stationarity of legacy routing scheme, once 
packet loss occurs the entire network efficiency is likely to be worsen. Not only the throughput of the network 
decreases when packet loss occurs, but the average delay get worse with the high probability of packet loss. 
We conducted simple simulation based on Mininet5 circumstances showing that packet loss is correlated with the 
average latency. Since basic RTT is different from every single traffic fair, we used the proportion of latency to 
basic link delay without congestion. The result is shown in Fig.1. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of loss rate and latency ratio 
 
As we can see in Fig. 1, packet loss rate and latency has very significant correlation. Some of the test traffic has 
shown worse performance when loss rate increases. With observations above, we assume that link with small cost is 
likely to be a bottleneck link, which affect entire network performance and efficiency. Bottleneck link would cause 
packet loss and re-transmission, which results in wasting network resources and higher latency as we see in Fig. 1. 
Also bottleneck link is likely to have network fairness problem. Link with higher cost would not be utilized which 
results in degrading network efficiency, while bottleneck link is over-utilized and causes high loss rate. 
To achieve proper traffic offloading for network efficiency, monitoring on each link status and queue of each 
switch port is required. However network monitoring is hard to implement within current routing architecture and 
even if information is gathered, proper decision is hard to be made since each switches has limited visibility on the 
network. Also modifying network parameter is very risky since each link has dependencies on other links, and 
modifying network in a short time is almost impossible to achieve in current architecture. 
 
3. Automatic Re-routing with Loss Detection (ARLD) architecture 
To solve the problems of legacy routing, we propose a new routing architecture called “Automatic Re-routing 
with Loss Detection (ARLD)” architecture which is enabled by SDN and Openflow protocol. Basic idea of ARLD is 
that if packet drop occurs at a certain link, controller treats that link as a bottleneck link. We assume that packet drop 
only occurs because of congestion. This is a reasonable assumption since almost all the error in wired network is 
caused by congestion. If packet drop is detected, Re-routing module in the SDN controller conducts finding a bypass 
within virtualized topology and decide bypass route if possible. Then controller updates Flow table of each switches 
with decided routes. Until the flow table is expired, corresponding traffic is routed through bypass. 
3.1. Queue monitoring using Openflow protocol 
To detect packet loss or packet drop which is caused by congestion, link or port monitoring is required. In 
Openflow protocol6, there is a stats message which reports status of each node and each port to the controller. One 
of the stat message types is ofp_queue_stats, which includes information on queue of each port.  
When packet drop occurs at each port due to the buffer overflow, tx_errors reports the number of packets 
dropped at that port to the controller. With the feature of Openflow based SDN architecture, centralized controller 
can notice the packet drop at switches in a short time. Controller then conducts finding bypass procedure. 
3.2. Finding alternative path within re-routing module 
By noticing packet drop with the Openflow stat message, controller calls the Re-routing module to calculate 
alternative path. Re-routing module has a virtualized topology of its network, so first step is to update topology up to 
date. Within this virtualized topology, re-routing module remove the corresponding node that dropped packet since 
congestion occurs when service rate is smaller than arrival rate at each queue. 
An example is shown in Fig. 2. A switch drops a packet since ingress queue is full, then stat message let 
controller know packet drop. Re-routing module updates the virtual topology without corresponding node or switch 
and tries to find another path. At this moment, the module checks if bypass route is available without the switch that 
dropped the packet. If that switch is on the unique path of routing, even if there is burst congestion corresponding 
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flow should use that path. After examining availability of the path, the module returns the alternate route to 
controller and controller distributes new forwarding rule to each switches and update flow table. This new policy is 
applied for corresponding flow until flow table entry is expired. 
 
4. Simulation and results 
4.1. Simulation environment 
For the purpose of comparing the performance of the legacy SPF routing and proposed ARLD architecture, we 
tested our proposed scheme with a simulation. Simulation is conducted within Mininet5 2.0 and OpenIRIS controller 
which were run on Ubuntu 12.04. OpenIRIS7 is an SDN controller based on Floodlight controller developed by 
ETRI. Also we used Abilene Core Network8 topology for simulation. Abilene topology consists of 11 switches 
which located in 11 cities in the US. The original topology is shown in Fig. 3(a) and implemented topology on 
controller is shown in Fig. 3(b).  
For testing the structure, we attached a host to each switch. We sent test packets with different sensing intervals 
in order to create congestion in the network. Test packets were sent from every host to other hosts. 
4.2. Simulation Results 
With the environment listed in previous chapter, we conducted simulations to observe if proposed architecture 
actually works to reduce loss rate and improve fairness of the network. We sent 1500bytes of test packets from 
every host to other hosts within 60 seconds. We changed the interval between consecutive packets so that the level 
of congestion could be manipulated. 
Fig. 2. Re-routing by removing bottleneck node 
 
Fig. 3. (a) Abilene topology; (b) Implemented topology 
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First, we calculated average loss rate of test flows in legacy routing architecture and ARLD architecture and 
compared them. The result is shown in Fig. 4. With congested circumstances, which the interval is no longer than 
70ms, proposed architecture shows reduced average loss rate than legacy architecture. When flows were sent every 
50ms, average loss rate is diminished about 7%. This is not a small amount, but not as much as we expected. There 
would be two reasons why loss rate is not decreased enormously. First, even if detouring is conducted, entire 
network was almost fully used because we sent test packets from every host. Also when dropped packet is routed to 
bypass, it might affect the traffic on that bypass route, which may cause other congestion on that link. This “ping-
pong” effect would be a serious problem in larger sized network. 
When we compare the loss rates of each host in two simulations, interesting result is observed. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 
show fairness of the network in terms of packet loss rate. Fig. 5 shows loss rates of each host within two 
architectures, when the interval was 50ms and 60ms. In this figure, flow 9 is removed because flow 9 shows 
extremely small loss rate due to the topology (flow 9 monopolized a link between transmitting and sending hosts). 
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In legacy network, the gap between high-loss and low-loss is large. For example 50ms packet’s loss rate of flow 
3 and 4 is larger than 50% while loss rate of flow1 or 6 is smaller than 35%. However in ARLD architecture, the gap 
is decreased. Some flow’s loss rate even increased, but largest loss rate is diminished. As we show in Fig. 4, overall 
loss rate is reduced. 
I compared standard deviation of loss rate between flows within both circumstances. The comparison is shown 
below in Fig. 6. Variance between loss rates of each flow is highly decreased. This result and Fig. 5 imply that 
ARLD disperse traffic over the network, which result in standardized loss rate. This could be evaluated as a fairness 
of the network. 
 
5. Conclusion and future works 
In this paper, Automatic Re-routing with Loss Detection architecture is proposed for bet-ter routing efficiency of 
the network. The problem addressed are reducing packet loss for better performance and improving network fairness 
to utilize entire network firmly enabled with SDN architecture. Within the proposed architecture, average loss rate is 
reduced and this might decrease average latency of each flow, although measuring delay is not conducted due to the 
low timing realism of mininet emulation. When we compare individual loss rate of each flow, ARLD architecture 
makes them “flat,” which means loss rate of flows that are travelling in the network is standardized. Some flows 
might have damages, but this small variance of loss rate would be better for the utilization of network resources in 
big picture. 
Further work would be required to utilize proposed scheme. For example, we set to start re-routing when a single 
error occurs, but it resulted in "ping-pong" effect which degrades network efficiency. Also the scheme is only 
simply tested with small number of nodes, which might not reflect rea world environments. 
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